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T H E  C L I N I C A L  C O D I N G  D E C I S I O N
P L A T F O R M



Medici transforms the coding and reimbursement process - making it effective,
secure and easily auditable enabling you to succeed in an era of change. 

MEDICAL CODING &
BILLING IS EVOLVING

Increased time and human resource
constraints.
Coders with differing skil l  levels .
Strict privacy and regulatory
mandates.
Increased security threats.

Clinical records coding and grouping
today is a multi-step complex
process

Organisations need systems that are
built  for this reality

CORE FEATURES

Improved productivity and revenue
with self-learning NLP engine

Single platform for coding & grouping,

auditing and Business Intelligence

Automatic highlighted text  and      

 ICD 10-AM/ACHI  suggestions.

Clear audit trails for codes used.

Rapid processing & fewer missed

codes.

A system that grows and evolves with

your coders.

Usability

Web native interface. Works on all

popular browsers and operating

systems. 

No system downtime even for system

updates and new AI upgrades.

Integrates easily with all major EMR

vendors.

Security & Regulatory Compliance

Extremely high bar on security  to

processes sensitive health data.

2-FA access control and access logs.

End to end data encryption, TLS 1.2,

256 bit AES, frequent security scans.

MEDICI: PIONEERING HOSPITAL REVENUE
MANAGEMENT



IT staff benefit from easy setup
and deployment in the cloud
or on-site. Modern, robust and
secure containerization,
auditing and encryption ensure
that  IT staff can expect a
minimum fuss deployment and
scale up process.

IT  ADMINS

Automated pre-identification of codes.

Coder training & skill acceleration

features.

Tree & semantic search interface for

codes.

Easy to use. No installations or updates

required  on coder's computers.

Coding, grouping & auditing

functionality.

Best in class security embedded at the

core.  Clear audit trails.

No downtime for upgrades/ updates 

Compatible with Amazon  (AWS),

Azure and Google Cloud.

Also supports deployment entirely

within on-premises IT infrastructure.

Supports interfacing with your

PAS/EHR via open standards.

Protection from OWASP Top-10

threats

GET STARTED

Contact us to learn how Medici can 

 accelerate your organisation's  coding,

grouping, auditing and BI. Start

measuring benefits within weeks rather

than months. 

2x faster coding optimised to capture

casemix revenue accurately 

10% improvement in Net operating

result.

Measurable ROI in 4-8 weeks.

Meets and exceeds the requirements

of AU & NZ privacy acts.

Advanced BI for rapid insights. 

Medical coders can focus their
time on leveraging their
unique skills and expertise in
making high value decisions to
capture a larger number
relevant codes accurately and
rapidly.

CODERS

Managers benefit from a platform
optimised for revenue generation,
clear auditable coding, best in
class data security compliance &
access management.

MANAGERS

Greenlake Medical Pty Ltd 
Suite 108, Level 23, Tower5/727 Collins St.

Docklands, VIC 3023

e: sales@greenlakemedical.ai

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE 


